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An algorithm is presented which computes integrals offunctions over general two-dimensional
domains with piecewise smooth boundaries. The algorithm first computes an appropriate polyg-
onal approximation to the boundary with vertices on the boundary. The integration is completed
by first using one-dimensional quadrature algorithms between the polygon and domain bound-
aries and then by using two-dimensional quadrature over a decomposition of the polygon into
triangles. The algorithm is applied easily to multiply connected domains.
The algorithm is tested on a set of 52 domains obtained as instances from an extension of
the set of domains of [9], [10] to 26 parametrized domains. Values believed to be accurate to 13
decimal digits are given for the areas of these 52 domains.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: G.1.4. [Numerical Analysis]:
Quadrature and Numerical Differentiation - adaptive quadrature;
GA [Mathematics of Computing]: Mathematical Software;
G.m[Mathematics of Computing]: Miscellaneous - FORTRAN
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Keywords and Phrases: Integration, two-dimensional domains,
general shapes, multiply-connected




This paper presents an algorithm for computing the integral of a function f : D C R2 ---+ R where
D is a general domain. The algorithm assumes that aD, the boundary of D, is represented by
explicitly parameterized pieces
i = 1,2, .. . ,n
where the parameter functions Xi(p) and Yi(p) are continuously differentiable. In principle, all
domains D with piecewise smooth boundaries can be represented this way but it is not always
practical to obtain the functions Xi(p) and Yi(p),
Our objective is to obtain a robust quadrature algorithm by reducing the problem
to a set of (a) one-dimensional quadratures of f with difficulties only due to the possible lack of
smoothness in f, and (b) quadratures of f over triangles. We first describe the algorithm for a
simply connected domain D. The approach is to approximate aD by a polygon P and then (a)
integrate f over the area between aP and aD, and (b) integrate f over P. We show how to
efficiently find an appropriate polygon P and how to use existing robust algorithms for stages (a)
and (b). We then extend our algorithm to multiply connected domains in Section 4.
The results of testing the algorithm are presented in Section 5. It is shown to be capable of
obtaining highly accurate results for a wide variety of simple and complex domains. Appendix A
presents figures of the domains used, there are 26 parametrized domains and two cases were chosen
for each to make a total of 52 test cases. Appendix B illustrates the operation of the algorithm by
providing some snapshots of its progress for one example.
A companion paper presents an implementation of this algorithm using library routines for
the two quadrature steps, e.g., routines from the IMSL library [3J [4] or Quadpack [2J [8J plus
either user-supplied derivatives of Xi(P) and Yi(p) or a library numerical differentiation routine,
e.g., DERIV [4J from the IMSL library.
2 Polygonal Approximation
Figure 1 illustrates a domain D with an appropriate approximating polygon P. We present the
constraints P must satisfy for our quadrature method and present an algorithm to create P. Note
that all the vertices of P are on aD.
Let B be a region bounded by an edge of P and the boundary of D as shown in Figure 2.







for a region like the one shown in Figure 2a where s varies along the edge of P and t is perpendicular
to it. This would allow us to use the composition of two one-dimensional quadrature algorithms.
Unfortunately, this approach is impossible since we do not know the function t( s). Therefore, we




lY2(X) f(x, y) dy dx __ l bi l Y(P) f( () )dxi(p) d dxP,y-dp Y P
Xl Y1 (X) ai l(p)
(2a)
(2b)l
Y2 lX2(Y) I bi lX(P) dyo(p)
f(x, y) dx dy = f(x, Y(P))-d-t - dx dp
Y1 xI(y) ai l(p) p
where f(p) denotes the appropriate point on the straight line bounding the area (joining (x(ai), y(ai))
and (X(bi), y(bi))). All of these values can easily be computed with the information at hand.
However, if the vertices of P are not chosen carefully, difficulties can arise when attempting to
integrate over B. Figure 3a shows an example where none of these integrals can be computed easily.
The integral (1) cannot be computed accurately because neither dy/dx nor dx/dy is bounded in the
domain of integration. Similarly with (2a) and (2b), neither xHp) = dXi(p)/dpnor yHp) = dYi(p)/dp
is bounded in the domain of integration. Thus the polygon P must be such that either a horizontal or
a vertical direction of outer integration can be used throughout without encountering a singularity.
It is easy to see that a region such as in Figure 3a can be avoided if we guarantee that either
xHp) or yHp) does not have a zero on the interval [Pa,Pb]. One can employ a root-finding method
such as regula-falsi for this purpose, but this can be expensive. There is an alternative which,
although not foolproof, is very cheap and very effective.
We present an algorithm to partition a smooth piece Ci of aD into m arcs AI, ... , Am such
that for each Ak, k = 1, ... , m, the integral of f over the region defined by Ak and the line segment
joining the endpoints of Ak can be computed accurately by an integral of the form (2b). We say
that an arc Ak C Ci is of type horz if it is horizontal (we use (2a)) and of type vert if it is vertical
(we use (2b)).
We begin by partitioning Ii into M pieces of equal length, denoted Lj, j = 1,2, ... , M, and
construct the Ak by induction from the Qj = {(x,y)lx = Xi(P),y = Yi(p),p E Lj} as follows.
Let Lj = [Cj, dj]. Assume that the original arcs Qj,j = 1,2, ... , J have been grouped into arcs
Ak, k = 1,2, ... , J(, and now consider the (J +1)st arc QJ+l. It is either appended to AK or becomes
AK+1 depending on whether the constraints of the polygonal approximation to aD are met. We
assume that AK is of type oldtype, which must be horzor vert. Let (Xl,Yl) = (Xi(CJ+l),Yi(CJ+l)),
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Figure 1: A domain D with an approximating polygon P.
(X2,Y2) = (xi(dJ+I),Yi(dJ+I)) be the coordinates of the endpoints of QJ+I and let TOL be an
algorithm parameter satisfying 1 < TO L < 2. We then use
type - oldtype
if IX2 - xII> IY2 - YII *TOL then
type - horz
else if IY2 - YII > IX2 - xII *TOL then
type - vert
endif
if type -=P oldtype
begin a new arc AK+I = QJ+I of type type
/(-/(+1
else
extend AK to include QJ+I
endif
This algorithm is designed to keep the y-slope bounded on any arc of type horz, and the x-slope
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Figure 2: Areas B between an edge of P and aD with a generally (a) horizontal or x













Figure 3: Situations along the boundary of a domain. (a) An area B between an edge of P andaD which has neither an x nor y orientation. (b) Situation for checking angle at v when x p = o.(c) Situation for checking angle at v when x p > o.
interval (1/TOL, TOL). For the initial case, J = 0, J( = 0, we set oldtype to unknown and use asimilar procedure with TO L = 1 to establish the type of the arc AI.
If the number M is sufficiently large, then each of the arcs Ak is of a form suitable for one of(1b) or (2b). The corresponding length eps = dj - Cj = (bi - ai)/M is similar to the characteristiclength introduced by Rice in [l1J to study adaptive quadrature algorithms. The role played by thislength is to assure that over pieces of this length or less, the curve aD is simple, i.e., it does nothave multiple inflection points or major changes in direction. One can formally prove that (a) thereis an M for which this is so, and (b) if M is so chosen then the polygonal approximation P is suchthat (1 b) and (2b) can always be used safely. We do not do this here.





The parameter value corresponding to v
The boundary piece on which v lies
The x and y coordinates of v
The type, as defined above, of the arc between
the predecessor of v and v.




if p > 3.141592654 then
x(p) = p
yep) = 1. - cos(p)
end if
appears to define a continuously differentiable curve but round-off effects at the joining point
p = 3.141592654 might cause unnecessary difficulty for the integration routines (or differentiation
if numerical differentiation were used). Consider what might happen if 10 digits of accuracy is
desired.
Once all vertices are chosen, we need to verify that the polygon is simple; Le., that no two edges
intersect except at a common vertex. All pairs of edges are inspected using a visibility algorithm
which is described in the next section. If two edges intersect each other, the polygon is refined by
using the following method for each of the offending edges:
VI f- first vertex (in cyclic order) of the edge
V2 f- second vertex (in cyclic order) of the edge
Pa f- V P AR(VI)
Pb f- V PAR(V2)
Pnew f- 0.5 * (Pa + Pb)
make new vertex Vnew corresponding to Pnew
3 Integration Over the Polygon
The remaining task is to integrate f over the simple polygon P. This is accomplished by partitioning
P into triangles and integrating f over each of the triangles. The general algorithm follows:
while P has at least three vertices do
find a vertex v of P such that
a) the internal angle of V is convex (less than 180 degrees)
b) the predecessor P of v (in the cyclic ordering of the vertices)
is visible to the successor s of v.
integrate f over the triangle formed by p, v, and s.
delete v from P
endwhile
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We now discuss in detail the algorithm for finding a vertex v that satisfies conditions (a) and
(b). It follows from [7] that such a vertex v always exists. First, we outline a simple method for
checking whether the internal angle of v is convex. Without loss of generality, we assume v = (0,0),
since a simple translation of p and s reduces all other cases to this one. We also assume that P is
oriented clockwise; the counterclockwise case is similar.
Let s = (x s, Ys) and p = (x p , yp). There are three cases: x p = 0, x p > 0, and x p < O. The case
x p = 0 is illustrated in Figure 3b. From the figure, it is clearly seen that the internal angle of v
is convex if and only if yp and X s are of opposite signs. Figure 3c illustrates the case where x p is
positive. In this case, the angle is convex if and only if s is in the shaded half-plane determined by







Figure 4: (a) The vertex p can "see" vertex s in the quadrilateral. (b) The vertex p cannot "see"
vertex s in the quadrilateral. (c) The line segment joining p and s lies entirely outside P.
This method can be used to test whether v satisfies condition (b). To determine whether p can
"see" s, we must first verify that no edge of P intersects the line segment between them. From
Figure 4, we can see that such an intersection will occur if and only if the edge and the segment
are the diagonals of a quarilateral. Let VI and V2 be the vertices of any edge of P such that
{Vb V2} n {p, s} = <p. We check for an intersection by testing the convexity of the angles A, B, C,









Figure 5: (a) The vertex Sf lies in the triangle formed by p, v, and s. The angles A, B, and Care
all convex. (b) The vertex Sf lies outside the triangle formed by p, v, and s. One of the angles A,
B, or C is obtuse.
is not convex and thus does not have diagonals.
Even if no edge of P intersects the line segment from p to s, we still do not know that p can
see s. The line segment between them might lie entirely outside P. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 4c. As the figure indicates, all vertices of P, except v, p, and s, must lie in a triangle formed
by v, p, and s. Therefore we choose Sf, the successor of s, and check whether it is in this triangle.
If Sf is p, then P is a triangle and we are done. Otherwise, we must test the convexity of the angles
A, B, and C shown in Figure 5ab. From this figure it is clear that Sf lies in the triangle if and only
if all three angles are convex.
4 Multiply Connected Domains
Our algorithm can be extended easily to domains that are not simply connected. Let B1 , ••• , Bn
be the disjoint curves that together form the boundary of D, where B 1 is the boundary curve







Figure 6: Instances of the five of the additional domains used to test the quadrature algorithm.
The sixth domain is a small circle with a very long, very thin spike on it. The spike is so long
















-257.786 -154.671 -51.557 51.557 154.671 257.786
Figure 7: Two instances of domain 26, the two "ends" of the domains are magnified so the shape
can be seen.
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let D 1 be the domain with boundary B1
let TOTAL be the integral of f over D1 , using the algorithm for simply
connected domains
for i = 2, ... , n do
let Di be the domain with boundary Bi
integrate f over Di using the algorithm for simply connected domains
subtract the value of the integral over Di from TOTAL
endfor
This algorithm simply integrates f over D and its "holes", and then removes the contribution of
the holes to the value of the integral.
5 Testing
One can test this algorithm for a variety of simple domains and integrands where exact answers
are known. We have done this and find the algorithm capable of computing answers with accuracy
within the expected round-off effects. This approach only tests simple domains so we have applied
the method to compute the areas for the set of domains based on the set in [9], [10J. This set of
domains has been enlarged from 20 to 26 domains since it was originally published; the six added
domains are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. Note that all of these domains are from a two parameter
set of two-dimensional domains. Table 1 provides the areas of two instances of each domain in this
set. We expect these values to be useful for those who improve upon this method in the future.
Previous work on evaluating quadrature algorithms is found in [1], [5], [6], [12].
The accuracy of the integrations is checked by computing each area twice, one as given in the
domain set and again with the domain rotated 21.6 degrees. The computations of the method are
heavily influenced by the orientation of the domain and we believe the probability of accidental
agreement of two incorrect results to be negligible. Thus we believe the values in Table 1 to be
correct to 13 digits (14 digits are given). In no instance did we observe any unusual round-off
effects.
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Table 1: The areas of two instances for each of the 26 domains used to test the quadrature
algorithm.
Domain Parameters pairs and areas Domain Parameters pairs and areas
Number (aI) (bI) area Number (aI) (bI) area
1 0.8 0.6 0.48000000000000 8 1.0 1.0 3.1415926535461
1 0.22 0.88 0.19360000000000 8 -0.1 0.3 0.28274333881915
2 -2.0 0.5 0.25000000000000 9 0.2 0.2 23.960785565662
2 1.0 1.0 0.50000000000000 9 1.2 -0.3 23.324165793294
3 2.0 1.0 6.2831853071786 10 1.0 0.0 5.7853981633974
3 0.4 0.6 0.75398223686146 10 2.0 0.0 5.1415926535897
4 1.0 1.0 0.91000000000018 11 1.0 0.0 15.417187500002
4 0.5 1.0 0.91000000000018 11 1.0 0.2 11.030563245827
5 0.2 0.3 1.1872500000000 12 4.4 3.6 25.392126935530
5 1.4 0.5 0.77525000000000 12 8.0 4.0 37.231308926445
6 0.0 0.0 32.467499999978 13 0.25 1.0 3.0000000000000
6 -0.5 1.0 52.295843182848 13 0.1 3.0 3.6000000000000
7 0.4 0.2 0.25716814692889 14 0.0 0.0 0.35234517542809
7 0.6 0.1 0.30429203673222 14 1.0 0.0 0.57042850876159
Domain Parameters pairs and areas Domain Parameters pairs and areas
Number (aI) (b I ) area Number (aI) (b I ) area
15 0.5 1.5 1.5707963267872 21 0.0 0.5 1.5106572878068
15 1.3 1.45 0.32397674239986 21 1.0 0.0 1.0106572878068
16 1.25 0.75 3.7795362321101 22 1.0 0.1 1.5402249253326
16 0.5 0.48 4.3011976922330 22 1.0 1.2 1.1026991039913
17 0.0 0.0 419.975673653780 23 0.0 0.5 3.5952039510777
17 1.0 0.5 944.945265721005 23 0.0 1.2 5.5230528666523
18 0.0 0.0 10.3345547673198 24 0.5 0.5 2.6189141552312
18 1.0 0.0 10.3345547673201 24 0.3333 0.1111 2.5641669941884
19 0.0 0.0 10.4550957239758 25 0.2 0.0 2.5727815531860
19 1.0 0.0 12.4405745260173 25 0.2 1.0 3.5727815531860
20 0.5 1.0 5.0548156085702 26 200.0 3.8084436789026
20 0.75 1.6 10.830020085346 26 400.0 4.4786457019282
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Snapshots of the algorithm are shown for Jl41 example itegrations. These snapshots are X-window
dumps from a software tool for using the algorithm. This tool presents a new display as each
subarea is defined. The first set of 3 snapshots shows the original domain, the approximating
polygon, and all the triangles used to fill the interior. This set is an extension of Figure 1. The
next three sets of 3 snapshots show the original domains, the triangles along the boundary, and
part of the fill in the interior. The dots on the boundary in the first snapshop are the end points
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